**Background** From Volume II (Studies on Hysteria)
Reading: pp. 3-17 “On the Psychical Mechanism of Hysterical Phenomena: Preliminary Communication (1893).”

**Classes 1 and 2**
From Volume VII (A Case of Hysteria Three Essays on Sexuality) **Reading:** “Fragments of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria (1905 [1901]).” pp. 3-122 (Dora)

**Class 3**
From Volume X (Two Case Histories) – **Little Hans**
**Reading** pp. 3-149 “Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-Year-Old Boy (1909).”

**Class 4 and 5**
From Volume X (Two Case Histories) **The Rat Man**
**Reading** pp. 153-318 “Notes Upon a Case of Obsessional Neurosis (1909).”

**Additional:** Character and Anal Erotism (1908)
- The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis, a Contribution to the Problem of the Choice of Neurosis (1913)

**Class 6**
Review, and in addition
(Instructor lectures on Ruth Riesenberge Malcom’s and Juan David Nasio’s views on Hysteria as well as Brenman’s – (Chapster 6, Hysteria, from Recovery of the Lost Good Object-)”

**Class 7**
From Volume XII (The Case of Schreber. Papers on Technique)
**Reading** pp. 3-82 “Psycho-analytic Notes on an Autobiographical Account of a Case of Paranoia (Dementia Paranoides) (1911).”


**Class 9**
**Reading** From Volume XVII “From the History of an Infantile Neurosis (1918 [1914]).” **The Wolf Man** pp 1-88 (through Chapter VII)

**Class 10.** From the History of an Infantile Neurosis (1918)
Pp, 89-122 From Chapter VIII through the end.

Review